




QBISM_

 
A NEW MOVEMENT IN FURNITURE DESIGN

Make it quiet, make it comfortable, make it private, make it visual, 
make it soft, make it functional. 

QB MEET reconfigures your perspective, challenges convention and 
gives you a multitude of viewpoints for how you work, meet and 
collaborate. 

Just like the 20th-century avant-garde art movement, QBISM plays 
with aesthetics and thanks to its unique aluminium framework, 
revolutionises and adapts to the way you use your workspace.



QBISM

A SHIFT IN 
PERSPECTIVE

The possibilities are endless in the 
world of QBISM

One system with many outcomes, formed 
around a peerless aluminium framework 
surrounded by the highest quality and finish. 

Curve it, shape it, make it private or 
collaborative. Configure and reconfigure to 
suit any environment and to enhance any 
space, minimising your footprint at the same 
time. It’s a winning solution, whichever way 
you look at it.
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Band     Fabric Range Name Supplier

1           Advantage Camira

1           Phoenix Camira

Level 3:
Coloured Acrylic

Level 2:
Standard Glass or ‘Squiggle’

Level 1:
Quilted Upholstery

Level 0:
Contrasting Panel Upholstery

Level 2 & 3:
2 Way 
Link Post

Level 1:
Vertical 
Lighting Array

Level 0:
Armrest with
Swivel Table

Level 3:
Glass Window

Level 2:
Menu Lightbox with 
White Acrylic

Level 1:
Horizontal Power  
& Slatwall

Level 0:
Standard Upholstery

Level 3:
Slatted Viewing Panel (MFC with PVC Edge or Polished MFC)

Level 2:
MFC, Laminate or Veneer Panel 
(grain direction can be stipulated on woodgrains, please ask)

Level 1:
Leather Cushioned Pad

Level 0:
Leather Seat Upholstery

Level 2:

Level 3 :

Level 1:

Level 0:

Level 2 & 3:
2 Way Link Post

Level 1:
Vertical Power 
& Data Module

Level 0:
Armrest

Band      Fabric Range Name Supplier

3             Aquarius Camira

3             Blazer  Camira

3             Halcyon Linden Camira

3             24/7  Camira

3             Europost 2 Gabriel

3             Gaja Classic Gabriel                 

3             Step Melange Gabriel

Band      Fabric Range Name Supplier 

4           Blazer Check Camira

4           Hemp  Camira

4           Monroe Camira

4           Timeline Camira

4           Fame  Gabriel

Band      Fabric Range Name Supplier 

2             Mainline Plus Camira

2             Manhattan Camira

2             Nexus  Camira

2             Xtreme Plus Camira

2             Event  Gabriel

Fabric List:
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Level 2 & 3:
4 Way Link Post

(other links available)

Level 1:
Return Wall with

Standard Cushioned 
Pad Upholstery

Level 0:
Embedded Lower 

Power & Data Module
with Contrast Upholstery

Level 2 & 3:
TV Mount

Level 1:
Laminate, MFC or 

Veneer

Level 0:
Standard Seat 

Upholstery

Level 3:
Window with Blinds

Level 2:
Senoplast Acrylic

Level 1:
Striped Cushioned 
Pad Upholstery*

Level 0:
Striped Seat Upholstery*

Level 0:
180 curved end seat

Level 3:
Dry Wipeboard (can be magnetic)

Level 2:
Coloured/Textured Laminate

Level 1:
Standard Cushioned Pad Upholstery

Level 0:
Contrasting Seat Upholstery 

NOTE: all levels can contrast, please ask

Band      Fabric Range Name Supplier

5           Smarty Plus Camira

5           Monochrome Camira

5           Pinstripe Plus Camira

Band      Fabric Range Name           Supplier

6            Blazer Hour Glass           Camira

6            Blazer Quilt           Camira

6            Blazer Quilt Channel         Camira

6            Blazer Quilt Hour Glass     Camira

* Please check beofre ordering that striped material is suitable

Laminate Finishes:
FUNDAMENTALS Range by Formica

Wood Finishes:
MFC Finishes from Kronospan 

• D381 Beech

• D375 Maple

• D687 Lugano Oak

• White

Veneered finishes by quotation.

 

Acrylic Finishes:
Clear & White Opaque

Colours available, including Senoplast

Manifestations:
available in many designs, 

please contact us for details
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QBISM

MAKE A
STATEMENT

Get what you want and have it all your way. 
Choose from fabrics, laminates and acrylics for sofa units that are made for you and 
your business. We prefer to let you choose but we’re on hand to provide the right 
advice and steer you in the right direction. In high use areas, for example, a fabric 
with high wool content will make a hardwearing seat that won’t deteriorate over 
time. Whilst going for something more tactile will introduce fun and creativity to 
boost productivity. The system can change and adapt to your style, creating desire 
through design, and making a statement without overstating your case.
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QBISM

THE BEST SEAT 
IN THE HOUSE
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Below:
An internal training facility using qb Meet allowing sessions to 

be held in private, complete with power & data .

The QB MEET System is more than just 
somewhere to sit. 

It can connect and refresh a lifeless interior, invigorating the 
space and the people inside it. The system can bring power, 
data and communications direct to the workforce in the 
most dramatic way. Recess mounted TV’s can be used as 
presentation tools and the latest technology, such as induction 
charging, can be safely integrated to remove the need for 
cables. Connect your workforce on the ground and across the 
globe, making it easier to collaborate and communicate.
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Above:
A qb Meet USM unit provides a unique breakout space, complete with 

presentation & communication facilities.



Below:
Leather upholstery with a veneered, vision slatwall 

opens up the wall feature to make it interact with your 

environment. The optional D end sofa enhances it further .

Above:
A double-sided curved qb unit maximises the useability of 

a space without waste. Group working is a joy in this unit.
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QBISM

COLLABORATE 
IN COMFORT

Good seating design shouldn’t be hard.
So you’ll get a pleasant surprise when you take a seat in 
the qb Meet house. The segmented screen levels come with 
cushioned upholstery that adapts to the curvature of your 
spine. Collaborative meetings can take time, especially if you 
are inventing the next ‘big thing’, so you want to be com-
fortable, efficient & focused. qbMeet makes working spaces 
more comfortable, keeping people together for longer, whilst 
taking some of the hard work out of getting things done. 
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Below:
High volume traffic areas need a robust unit that doesn’t 

wear over time. qb units are designed for modern life, fast 

and hectic - transformed to private & quiet.
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QBISM

LET A LITTLE 
LIGHT IN

Finding some quiet and calm 
in the midst of an open office 
environment can be critical to 
the overall success of the day. 
With the qb system, tall screens shield and 
protect you from the noise and busyness, whilst 
the glazed or open segments let the light and air 
surround you. This intelligent solution enables a 
more open and playful approach whilst affording 
you the privacy you crave to get the job done. 
Unique glazed and acrylic sections let the light in 
whilst allowing you to keep your head down.
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Left:
The qb auditorium focuses attention to deliver that 

cutting edge presentation or latest initiative. The 

standalone TV unit can mount in either direction.

Below:
Stepped and contrasting upholstery make any space envit-

ing to use. Promote energy & vitality with vibrant colours 

and shapes. Integrated notice boards are included too.

Above:
Whether you have an open plan office and want to keep 

that fresh feel or an enclosed space with tall ceilings, the 

stepped qb unit provides that rest point for tired feet.



QBISM

MODULES THAT 
MOVE WITH YOU

Textured, smooth, reflective, mirrored. 

The shapes and surfaces and curves of qb Meet come in all kinds of colours and finishes. 
Colours that lift the environment, set the tone and alter people’s moods for the better. You can 
turn corners, change heights, change your mind and fully embrace a modular unit that adapts 
to your needs. qb moves with you, and as technology advances so should your investment. 
Interchangeable panels make it easy to update the fabric, colour, finish or style. Add in power 
sockets, screens and the latest advancement in communications. The aluminium frame prevents 
the fabric from bagging, keeping the system in tip-top shape for longer. 
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Below:
Individual benches and booth seating can transform any  

restaurant or breakout space into A modern, vibrant area.
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Above:
A curved unit with armrests, power & data. 

touchdown spaceS that provide ‘away-from-desk’ working. 

Left:
A printer station & storage with seats using our unique 

link posts . 



QBISM

FIND YOUR 
LEVEL
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Mix it up. Make it open. Make 
it private, higher or lower. 
Each unit comes in one of three levels, each 
creating a different feel and quality of privacy, 
available in Silver, Black or White. The Level 
1 option has a seat height of 1000mm, just 
enough to designate your space but give you 
some quiet. Level 2 and Level 3 take the feeling 
of privacy further and you can combine these 
options with unique features and finishes to 
create bespoke looking units that cater for your 
every need.

This page:
The low level curved units offer PRIVATE, luxury seating areaS. 



This page:
Get creative with your TEXTURES AND FABRICS.

SEE PAGE 6 AND 7 FOR OUR RANGE.

MAKE 
YOUR MOVE
Feel free to call 0113 3870130 
and someone will be on hand 
to tell you more about QB 
Meet, QB Office, QB Partition 
Wall, QB Retail and QB 
Education Systems.
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qbism

TAILOURED
EXTRAS

Clockwise from top right

1) Level 1 table:
A shaped table that attaches to Level 1   

2) Level 3 shelf:
A 350mm shelf that attaches to Level 1, 2 or 3   

3) Free-standing table:
A 800mm Diameter table 720mm high

4) Armrest:
Upholstered Armrest 110mm wide

5) Armrest with Table:
Upholstered Armrest with 350mm diameter 
twist table

6) Power & Data:
Up to 6 sockets in length
Installed in:
Aluminium
Panel
Armrest

7) LED Lights:
Can be installed in canopy or link post  

8) Slatwall:
Standard slatwall to allow monitor arm, 
accessory and hot-box attachment

Note: Please see page 39 for finish options available

Fabrics Left Page: Camira Main Line Plus Corinth IF089 & Camira Xtreme Plus Madura YS156



Technically
speaking

System

Structural framework; Aluminium alloy, 6063-T6

Aluminium Finish options:

/ Epoxy powder coated

Colour option: White or Aluminium

/ Rigid PVC post to post connectors

Colour option: Black PVC (can customise upon request)

/ Sprung steel panel clips

/ Leveller Components

Zinc Plated 12 gauge CRS sheet metal components

(40mm adjustment)

Panel Construction:

Solid Wall Panels are 100mm thick with Clip on/off decorative 
panels giving an internal void of 72mm which is filled with sound 
absorbing acoustic foam. Electrics can be chanelled from the floor or 
ceiling via the connecting posts or behind the removeable panels, 
giving continuous cable management access. It is possible to route 
ducting, plumbing, pipework, electrical and data cables and can 
house flat screen monitors within the body of the wall panels. panels 
are factory built, delivered to site and simply clip together with an 
acoustic seal between. Graphic imagery can be positioned on the 
wall panels.

Rigi connection - corner posts.

Aluminium connections

/ 2-way 90 degree

/ 3-way 90 degree

/ 4-way 90 degree

/ 2-way 45 degree

90 degree Acrylic soft corners

Ceiling Options:

Ecophon Focus DS concealed suspended ceiling tested according to 

EN ISO354.

Electrical

Plug and Play Electrical Wiring loop

Lighting and airflow systems run on a 220-230V mains supply and 

are protected by a residual-current circuit breaker (RCCB). 

Power and data modules are fitted in the wall panels and 

in aluminium extrusions in positions to suit the customer’s 

requirements.

Lights

qb systems use energy efficient LED light fittings. All lighting 

schemes are designed to specific customer requirements.

/Standard Light fittings:

/ Halers 60 degree beam angle 7.9W down light

- 75,000 hours LED lamp life

Our Design engineers can advise on a suitable lighting solution 

that complies with CIBSE recommendations. Other light fittings can 

be considered when calculating the optimum lighting schemes, 

including pendant lights, wall lights and client-specified lights.

Warranty

A 5 year warranty covers all structural elements of qb® and is subject 

to normal conditions of use and care. this warranty includes all 

integral fixings and fittings and is only available if the qb® unit has 

been installed or re-installed by a qb® approved installer.

Environmental
 Recyclability % Recycled %

Glass Wall 100 30

Acrylic Wall 100 0

Acoustic Foam 100 0
Baffle (P/Panel) 

Fabric Wall 100 100
(P/Panel) 

Aluminium 100 90



The
finish
line

Interior designers, specifiers and acrchitects take note.
Any solid panel can be changed, in situ, in a little more time than it takes for you to change 
your mind. But rather than telling you what’s available, it’s quicker to show you. Below are 
some of the international brands we work and collaborate with, to make your job of choosing 
that little bit more enjoyable.
That said, we can incorporate just about any solid substrate you choose.
So, over to you - we love a challenge!

Decorative Cladding finishes

- Solid Wall Panel.

/ Veneered tiles (water based finishes, UV

cured, Veneer edging all round)

/ Fabric Wrap. Most fabrics can be used

although predominantly Camira, Kvadrat,

Gabriel and Bradbury

/ Vinyl Papers from the Muraspec range

/ Painted Finish

/ Whiteboards (dry wipe and magnetic)

/ Back painted glass

/ MFC tiles - colour as required

   (PVC edging all round)

/ Tackable sub straight

/ Other finishes available upon request

Glazed panels are framed with anodised 

(or painted) architecturally engineered 

aluminium frame. Toughened glass and other 

decorative materials are supported within.

Decorative Cladding finishes

- Visible Farmed Panel.

/ 6mm and 10mm toughened safety glass

  (toughened to EN12150)

/ Double glazed (2 x 6mm)

/ Double glazed with integral blinds

/ 5mm Acrylic

/ Veneered tiles

/ Fabric Wrap. Most fabrics can be used

although predominantly Camira, Kvadrat,

Gabriel and Bradbury 

/ Vinyl Papers from the Muraspec range

/ Painted Finish

/ Whiteboards (dry wipe and magnetic)

/ Back painted glass

/ MFC tiles - colour as required

   (PVC edging all round)

/ Tackable sub straight with fabric wrap

/ Custom finishes available upon request
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+44 (0) 113 870130
sales@qb-office.com

www.qb-office.com

qb MEET v9


